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Part 1: The Basics
Venexia Walker



What? 

Git is a content tracking software. 

GitHub is one online provider of Git.

Alternatives to GitHub include Bitbucket and GitLab.

You can sign up to GitHub for free at https://github.com/.



What?

Local 
(i.e., on your computer)

Remote
(i.e., on github.com)

https://support.nesi.org.nz/hc/en-gb/articles/360001508515-Git-Reference-Sheet

Staging 
area

RepositoryWorking directory Repository

git add git commit git push

git pull



Why?

Reproducible research.

Version control.

Code backup.

Work on code with collaborators.

Personal online code record.



How?

Online using https://github.com/ GitHub Desktop

Github command line tool (CLI) Git integration into RStudio 
or other software



Online using https://github.com/



GitHub desktop



Git integration into RStudio or other software



Github command line tool (CLI)



Summary

Something is better than nothing - if you use Git in anyway, that is great! 🎉 

You will get into a horrible Git mess at some point. Don’t panic. Backup everything 
somewhere else before you do anything radical like force a git push or git pull. 

There is lots of help out there - the documentation is a great place to start.

https://docs.github.com/en


Part 2: Github Functionality
Winfred Gatua



README

This is a useful place to highlight relevant project information, such as:

● How to use the repository
● How to access the relevant data
● Supplementary material for a project
● Project abstract and authors

A README.md file in the repository will automatically be rendered and the 
Markdown format means markdown links, tables, etc. can be included.

Example: https://github.com/venexia/repurposing-antihypertensives-dementia

https://github.com/venexia/repurposing-antihypertensives-dementia


.gitignore

This hidden file tells Git what it should not track.

Try to keep your sensitive data in a specific directory and add the whole directory 
to the .gitignore. Alternatively, specific files can be added to the .gitignore.

Maintain directory structure by ignoring the directory, except a README.md:

raw/*
!raw/README.md



Git history

Everytime you commit something to Git, it is recorded in the Git history.

When you make a repository public, the history of the repository when it was 
private is shared.

If sensitive data has been accidentally included at any point, you can use tools, 
such as BFG Repo-Cleaner, to remove that part of the history. Worst case 
scenario: you can delete your repository but this will mean losing all your other 
history.

https://rtyley.github.io/bfg-repo-cleaner/


Relative file paths

Avoid including absolute file paths in your code for security. 

The easiest way to do this is to use relative paths - for example, “raw/data.txt” 
rather than “E:/venexia/phd/project/raw/data.txt”. You would then just need to set 
your working directory as “E:/venexia/phd/project/” before running anything.

If you are using RStudio, use the project functionality. An RStudio project will open 
where you left off in your working directory meaning you only ever need relative 
file paths.



Templates

You can create project templates that can be used when you setup new 
repositories or you use other people’s templates,

To create a template, make a new repository with your preferred setup, then online 
go to ‘Settings > Template repository’.

Example: https://github.com/venexia/template

https://github.com/venexia/template


Branches and pull requests

main

branch1

branch2



Make a branch

Online

Click branch selector on repository main page
Type branch name

Click ‘Create branch’

GitHub Desktop

Click ‘Current Branch > New Branch’
Type branch name

Click ‘Create Branch’

GitHub CLI

git checkout -b branch_name
first time: git push --set-upstream origin branch_name

once setup: git push -u origin branch_name

Other useful commands:
git branch -a

Git integration

In RStudio Git tab, click Git logo
Type branch name

Click ‘Create’

https://desktop.github.com/
https://docs.github.com/en/github-cli/github-cli/quickstart


Make a pull request

Pull requests are used to merge a branch.

The request is made online by clicking ‘Pull requests > New pull request’ and 
selecting the relevant branch.

Pull requests allow you to compare what has changed since the branch was made 
- this is useful for you and and can be used by teams for code review.

The request will highlight merge conflicts.



Basic formatting syntax

1. https://commonmark.org/help/
2. Markdown cheatsheet

https://commonmark.org/help/
https://github.com/adam-p/markdown-here/wiki/Markdown-Cheatsheet


Summary

Upload files

Create a new 
file

Settings - add collaborators

Make your own copy 
of the entire 
repository

Get all the files 
from the web to 
your computer

README is 
automatically 
rendered when 
you visit any repo

Create, assign 
and manage 
issues

Default branch 
is the Master - 
you can switch 
or add 
branches here



Part 3: IEU GitHub 
organisation

Yi Liu



https://github.com/MRCIEU



Become a member (if you aren’t already)
Some of the community repos require you to be
a member of the MRCIEU_internal team to access

Request access



IEU GitHub Pages
- Showcase the software, coding, and data science side of IEU research
- Showcase and promote your software!

- R packages: very many!
- Processing and application pipelines

- MELODI-presto
- MendelVar

- Applications (web / command line / GUI)
- MR dictionary
- MELODI-presto
- EpiGraphDB (web, API)
- OpenGWAS (web, API)

- Big software projects
- OpenGWAS
- EpiGraphDB



How to contribute
1. By making a pull request:

add an entry to the software.yml
2. Make suggestions on the repo’s 

issues

See further details on the README



See results
Submit / update your software!



IEU wiki
- Curated knowledge base and wiki for IEU (GitHub) members
- Wiki site
- source wiki



How to contribute



How to contribute



See results


